
Andrew Mihelich 
Assistant District Attorney 

Tulsa County District Attorney’s Office 
218 W. 6th St., Ste. 936 

Tulsa, OK 74119 
(918) 596-4845 | amihelich@tulsacounty.org

TO:      Tulsa County Board of Commissioners 
    Kelly Dunkerley, Chair 
    Karen Keith 
    Stan Sallee 

DATE:  November 29, 2023 

RE:      Correspondence to Oasis Fresh Foundation 

Respectfully submitted for your approval is the attached correspondence to Oasis Fresh 

Foundation, regarding its use of ARPA1 funds, to be submitted on behalf of the BOCC. The 

correspondence issues a formal demand for the return of certain funds distributed to Oasis Fresh 

Foundation.   

Thank you, 

____________________________ 
Andrew Mihelich 
Assistant District Attorney 

1 American Rescue Plan Act, Pub. L. 117-2. 
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Andrew Mihelich 
Assistant District Attorney 

Tulsa County District Attorney’s Office 
218 W. 6th St., Ste. 936  

Tulsa, OK 74119 
(918) 596-4845 | amihelich@tulsacounty.org

December 4, 2023 

Aaron Johnson 
Oasis Fresh Foundation 
1725 N. Peoria Ave. 
Tulsa, OK 74103 
Via email:   
RE: Final demand to remedy material breaches regarding ARPA Project – The Oasis Projects 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

This office writes on behalf of the Board of County Commissioners of the County of Tulsa (“County”),1 
concerning the January 9, 2023, Subrecipient Agreement (“Agreement”), governing the disbursement and 
use of American Rescue Plan Act2 (“ARPA”) funds. The purpose of this correspondence is to demand 
repayment of disallowed expenditures and to provide thirty (30) days to cure the other program deficiencies 
at Oasis. The Agreement is attached as Exhibit A.  

The Agreement allocates $1,000,000 in ARPA funds to Oasis Fresh Foundation (“Oasis”),3 specifically 
conditioned on Oasis’s promises to use the funds as provided by law, and to provide all necessary 
accounting as to the proper use of the funds. Half of these funds have already been disbursed ($500,000). 
The stated scope of the funding mission in your application was to “reduce food insecurity, provide healthy 
nutrition education, … improve access to social programs, improve quality of life, [etc.]” 

In the Agreement, you accepted responsibility for administering the Project in a manner satisfactory to the 
Grantee, and consistent with any standards required as condition to the funds. See Agreement, Section II. 
These conditions are not just a matter of the County’s own obligation to be faithful stewards of public 
monies, but also derive from ARPA’s legal requirements upon its Grantees, as the County has been 
entrusted with rather significant sums of federal taxpayer money, and has every intention of seeing them 
used effectively and judiciously to combat the very serious ills brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Over the past year, you have failed to comply with the following sections of the Agreement: 

1 Referred to in Agreement documents quoted below as “Grantee.” 

2 Pub. L. 117-2, 135 Stat. 4. 

3 Referred to in Agreement documents as “Subrecipient.” 
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Section III: “Subrecipient is required to report deviations from its project scope of objective, and 
request prior approvals from Grantee in writing for program plan revisions, in accordance with 2 
CFR 200.308.” Exhibit A, p. 3. 
 
Section IV – “In addition, Grantee may require a detailed budget breakdown, and the Subrecipient 
shall provide such supplementary budget information in a timely fashion in the form and content 
prescribed by the Grantee.” Exhibit A, p. 4.  
 
Section IX(D): In the absence of a negotiated indirect cost rate, the Subrecipient is restricted to a 
de minimis 10% indirect cost rate. “To charge indirect costs above the 10% de minimis rate to this 
award, Subrecipient shall develop an indirect cost allocation plan for determining the appropriate 
Subrecipient’s share of administrative costs and shall submit such plan to the Grantee for approval, 
in a form specified by the Grantee and in accordance with 2 CFR [§] 200.414 and Appendix IV to 
2 CFR Part 200. Indirect cost allocation plans shall be submitted with the required certifications 
contained in 2 CFR [§] 200.415.” Exhibit A, p. 10. 

The following are all material breaches of these provisions: 

On or about July 21, 2023, you provided receipts for payments to consultant Marc Jones, dated 
November of 2022. These “consulting” expenses included a trip to New Orleans, LA, a hotel room, 
and several costly meals. This is not an acceptable use of funds under the Agreement or application. 
This trip was removed from the general ledger only after the issue was raised by the County’s 
monitoring agent, Project Management Group (PMG). Further, the monthly fee identified in 
invoices from Marc Jones is a flat $10,000 per month, without any breakdown of the hours spent 
each month, any documentation justifying such a fee, or evidencing its appropriateness to the 
funding mission. In total, you have spent approximately $145,000 of ARPA funds on Marc Jones. 
These expenses are not eligible for ARPA funding. The associated lack of documentation allowing 
taxpayers to see how their money is spent, and the lack of prior approval, are wholly unacceptable. 
See Agreement, Section III. An additional $5,400 was spent on “Sturm Retail Consulting.” This 
expense is deficient without additional documentation. See Agreement, Section IV. 

Accounting records indicate you have given away $30,000 in gift cards to Oasis, with no backup 
documentation4 submitted. The County thus cannot determine their eligibility whether these funds 
were used for an eligible ARPA expense or even if the cards exist. Even if the expenditures are in 
fact eligible, they are currently deficient without proper documentation. See Agreement, Sections 
III, IV. 
 
The 10% indirect-cost limit has been brought to your attention several times by PMG, in 
correspondence dated September 12, 2023, and again on November 3, 2023.5 See Exhibits B, C. 
The County is in receipt of your November 23, 2023, response to PMG. Though you have now 
acknowledged that rent for commercial real estate paid to “The Root Coworking LLC”  (approx. 
$40,000) is an indirect cost per 2 CFR § 200.414(b), many other items are still improperly 
categorized as direct costs. Because records indicate the contract was not just security for outreach 
events, but for regular, daily business security at Oasis, the payments of over $20,000 to DNA 
security are also indirect costs, absent identification of specific amounts which may be direct costs, 

 
4 Particularly, Point-of-Sale records indicating the cards were rung up at Oasis Fresh Market. 
 
5 These letters have also raised numerous documentation issues, most of which have persisted since the September 
12, 2023, letter.   
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and adequate backup documentation which allows the County to verify and itemize the exact 
amount which may be direct costs (e.g., for outreach events).  
 
As it stands, this combination of security fees and rent single-handedly exceeds the 10% limit for 
the entire first traunch of funds. Further, you have also recategorized payments to Aplos, previously 
identified as indirect, as direct costs, without explanation. Other indirect costs, whether Oasis 
acknowledges them or not, push Oasis even further over the indirect cost limit, and violate the 
terms of the Agreement. See Agreement, Sections IV, IX(D). 
 
Records indicate payments of $5,830.18, for installation of subwoofers, window tinting, smoked 
tail lights, and other amenities for a van purchased for the funding mission. These modifications 
are plainly unrelated to the funding mission, and an ineligible use of funds under the Agreement.  
See Agreement, Section III. 
 
 Records indicate you have distributed $6,038.42 in “Benevolence” payments to the “Families in 
Crisis” program. This was not part of Oasis’s funding mission and is not an eligible use of ARPA 
funds. See Agreement, Section III. 

Section III in particular has been breached numerous times. From the records provided by Oasis, very little 
of the funds appear to have been spent in a manner remotely related to the funding mission. Not only is 
your description of the work performed by the identified consultants wholly inadequate, nowhere in your 
original proposal was the hiring of a consultant even discussed, let alone that a single consultant would 
consume approximately one-seventh (1/7) of the entire fund. This also violates Section III(iv) of the 
Agreement, requiring prior approval for “the sub awarding, transferring or contracting out of any work 
under an award…”  
 
The violations listed above are by no means an exhaustive list, but merely the largest and most concerning. 
As noted above, the County is in receipt of your November 22, 2023, response to PMG’s November 3, 
2023, correspondence. Very few of PMG’s requests for backup documentation were actually met, and many 
deficiencies remain. The County is continuing to review your response and reserves the right to demand 
cure of any specific deficiency or other violation. See Agreement, Section IV.  

Section VIII-G(1) of the Agreement allows the County to suspend and/or terminate the agreement upon 
Oasis’s failure to materially comply with any of the terms and conditions of the Agreement. Failures 
sufficient to suspend and/or terminate the agreement include, but are not limited to:  

a. Failure to comply with any of the rules, regulations or provisions referred to herein, or such 
statutes, regulations, executive orders, and Act guidelines, polic[ies] or directives as may 
become applicable at any time; 

b. Failure, for any reason, of the Subrecipient to fulfill in a timely and proper manner its 
obligations under this Agreement;  

c. Ineffective or improper use of funds provided under this Agreement; 
d. Submission of reports that are incorrect or incomplete in any material respect by the 

Subrecipient to the Grantee. See Exhibit A, p. 6. 

All four (4) of these conditions for suspension and termination have been met. Accordingly, the County is 
hereby making final demand for remedy of these breaches.  
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Program Management Group, L.L.C. 
601 S Boulder Ave  Suite 1200  Tulsa, OK 74119 

(918) 582-7595   www pmgtulsa com 

November 3, 2023 
Oasis Foundation 
1725 N. Peoria Ave. 
Tulsa, OK 74103 
Attn: A.J. Johnson 

RE: ARP Project The Oasis Projects 

Mr. Johnson, 

Thank you for your response letter dated September 29, 2023, along with a revised General Ledger and backup 
information submitted same day via email.  Upon review of the documentation resubmitted for the report 
related to the first requested funding of $500,000, there remain items identified that do not appear to align with 
the State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds Compliance and Guidance publication. Using your response letter 
dated September 29, 2023, and General Ledger submitted as the organization of the information, please see the 
items below. 

1. Direct vs. Indirect Costs
Federal Guidance states that only 10% of the total ARP-funded amount can be spent on indirect costs.
From this review it appears many costs submitted are indirect costs. In your case there is an allowable of
$50,000. While we agree with the items you designated in your second submission, there appears to be
additional items that should be charged to indirect costs. Please respond to detailed items below.

a. The Root Coworking: the date of the agreement for rental office spaces is for March 1, 2023.
Provide additional information and explain the need for the offices used in relation to the
“Funding to provide food distribution and workforce training”.

b. ATT and Cox appears to be indirect costs as well. Were these services utilized before ARPA
funding was received? If this was for additional service(s), why was it necessary?

2. Contract Services
a. KKT Architects, Inc. - submission of backup appears complete and expenditures appear to

satisfy the intended funding mission.
b. Marc Jones – submission of backup appears almost complete and expenditures appear to satisfy

the intended funding mission. Respond to detailed items below.
i. Provide a correction to the General Ledger correcting the notes for 2-K and 2-L. They

appear to be swapped.
ii. Provide other items under Item 8.

c. Sturm Consulting, LLC - submission of backup appears almost complete and expenditures
appear to satisfy the intended funding mission.

i. Provide a copy of the executed agreement. The agreement submitted is missing a
signature and dates.

d. Sturm Retail Consulting, LLC - submission of backup is not complete, however, expenditures
appear to satisfy the intended funding mission. Respond to detailed items below.

i. Provide payment verification in the form of a credit card statement, cancelled check,
or bank statement for each expenditure for items 26-A, 26-B, 26-C.

Program Management 
Owner’s Representative 

Capital Improvements Planning 

Exhibit C
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3. Office Supplies and Software (now Program Costs) – submission of backup appears complete 
and expenditures appear to satisfy the intended funding mission for both Amazon and Lowe’s items in  
this section. The only issue is taxes spent on items purchased after the tax exemption certificate was 
received.  Respond to the item below. 

a. Provide revised General Ledger reducing the expenditures for taxes for Amazon items that 
were purchased after tax exemption permit was received: 4-K, 4-M, 4-N, 4-O, 4-P, 4-Q, 4-R, 4-
S, 4-T. 

 
4. Operations 

a. Accounting Fees - submission of backup appears complete and expenditures appear to satisfy 
the intended funding mission. 

b. Computer Equipment - submission of backup appears complete with one error, and 
expenditures appear to satisfy the intended funding mission. Respond to detailed items below.  

i. Provide a correction to the General Ledger for 501 Tech item 8E. The incorrect invoice 
number is recorded on the ledger. 

c. Rent  
i. Public Storage - submission of backup is incomplete and additional information is 

required to determine how the expenditures satisfy the intended funding mission. 
Respond to detailed items below. 

1. Provide actual invoices from Public Storage. Your submission includes only a 
payment history with Public Storage handwritten on the page. 

2. Provide explanation for the use of off-site storage. 
ii. The Root Coworking - submission of backup appears complete, see the note regarding 

Indirect Cost 1.a. 
d. Security - submission of backup appears complete and expenditures appear to satisfy the 

intended funding mission. Respond to detailed items below. 
i. Provide an explanation of the large costs for DNA Security Item 11B; why were so 

many hours of security required? 
ii. Provide an explanation of the large costs for DNA Security Item 11D; why were so 

many hours of security required? 
e. Tech Expenses - submission of backup appears complete and expenditures appear to satisfy the 

intended funding mission. 
f. Telecommunications  

i. AT&T - submission of backup is not complete, additional information is required to 
determine how the expenditures satisfy the intended funding mission. Respond to 
detailed items below. 

1. Provide the 3 missing invoices for items 13A-13C or remove them from the 
General Ledger. 

2. See item 1.b. regarding indirect costs. 
ii. Cox - submission of backup is not complete, additional information is required to 

determine how the expenditures satisfy the intended funding mission. Respond to 
detailed items below. 

1. Provide missing invoices for items 14A-14Q that include service address, 
submission has payment transactions only. 

2. See item 1.b. regarding indirect costs. 
g. Vehicles - submission of backup is incomplete, however, expenditure appears to satisfy the 

intended funding mission, respond to detailed items below. 
i. Provide an executed purchase agreement for the van.  

ii. Provide a receipt for the tag and license for the van. 
iii. Provide the funding source the $45,000 balance of the van is being paid from. 
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iv. Provide information regarding formal procurement practices for a purchase of $50,000 
or more per the Uniform Guidance Procurement Standards section 200.320. 
 

5. Programs & Community Resource Initiatives  
a. Benevolence – submission of backup is not complete. Unless additional documentation can be 

provided, these items will need to be struck. Respond to detailed items below. 
i. Provide documentation on choice of recipient and dollar amount. 

ii. Provide an unredacted check #2074 for item 16C. 
iii. Identify how these expenditures satisfy the contracted mission description of 

“Funding to provide food distribution and workforce training”. 
b. Community Support Events  

i. Explanation is acceptable for most items and most appear to satisfy the intended 
funding mission. Respond to detailed items below as required. 

1. Bethany Barns - submission of backup appears complete and expenditure 
appears to satisfy the intended funding mission. 

2. WWDE, Inc/World Won Development - submission of backup appears 
complete and expenditure appears to satisfy the intended funding mission. 
Respond to detailed items below. 

- Provide digital copy of flyers and or banner(s) and radio spot copy. 
3. Lenzie Aragona – submission of backup appears complete, and expenditures 

appear to satisfy the intended funding mission. Respond to detailed items 
below. 

- Provide explanation why her invoices show an email address from 
Oasis Projects, laragona@theoasisprojects.org, for items 30-A thru 30-
F, if she was not and employee at the time payments were made to 
her. 

4. Bradley Barns - submission of backup is almost complete, the expenditure 
appears to satisfy the intended funding mission. Respond to detailed items 
below. 

- Provide review and revision to Items 21E, 21I and 21F. 21F is missing 
from General Ledger but matched explanations on GL for combination 
payment of items 21E & 21I, but there is a separate check #2018 for 
$170 designated for Item 21E. 

- Provide digital copy of video for viewing. 
5.  Sam’s Club - submission of backup appears complete and expenditures appear 

to satisfy the intended funding mission. The only issue is taxes spent on items 
after the tax exemption certificate was received.  Respond to the item below. 

- Provide revised General Ledger reducing the expenditures for taxes for 
Sam’s item 40-D that was purchased after tax exemption permit was 
received. 

6. Aim Right - submission of backup appears complete and expenditures appear to 
satisfy the intended funding mission. 

7. Office Depot/Office Max - submission of backup is almost complete, the 
expenditure appears to satisfy the intended funding mission. Respond to 
detailed items below. 

- Provide the payment verification in the form of a credit card 
statement, cancelled check, or bank statement for item 34C. 

 
8. Paradise Donuts/Java Daves Coffee - submission of backup appears complete 

and expenditures appear to satisfy the intended funding mission. 
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9. The Home Depot - submission of backup appears complete and expenditures 
appear to satisfy the intended funding mission. The only issue is taxes spent on 
items after the tax exemption certificate was received.  Respond to the item 
below. 

- Provide revised General Ledger reducing the expenditures for taxes for 
Home Depot item 25-A that was purchased after tax exemption permit 
was received. 

10. Lowe’s – see above in item 3. 
11. Bouncers Kingdom - submission of backup appears complete and expenditures 

appear to satisfy the intended funding mission. 
12. Mazzio’s Italian Eatery - submission of backup appears complete and 

expenditures appear to satisfy the intended funding mission. The only issue is 
taxes spent on items after the tax exemption certificate was received.  Respond 
to the below item. 

- Provide revised General Ledger reducing the expenditures for taxes for 
Mazzio’s item 32-C that was purchased after tax exemption permit 
was received. 

13. Scoops - submission of backup appears complete and expenditure appears to 
satisfy the intended funding mission. Respond to detailed items below. 

- Provide correction to General Ledger, item 41A check #305 in the 
amount of $500.00 is through Regent Bank, not BOK. 

- Provide revised check #1051 in the amount of $750.00 for item 41B, 
the check is labeled 41A. 

14. Eaton Media Service/KBOB - submission of backup appears complete and 
expenditures appear to satisfy the intended funding mission. 

15. PPFMKT now Oasis Fresh Market/PPFMKT – see below item 5.i.24.  
16. Kharacterize Your Party - submission of backup appears complete and 

expenditure appears to satisfy the intended funding mission. 
17. Amazon – see above in item 3. 
18. U-Haul - submission of backup appears complete and expenditure appears to 

satisfy the intended funding mission. 
19. Courtney Allen Story Book - submission of backup appears complete and 

expenditure appears to satisfy the intended funding mission. 
20. Jennifer Burks - submission of backup appears complete and expenditures 

appear to satisfy the intended funding mission. 
21. Innovative Signs and Engraving – see below in item 6. 
22. Show it Off - submission of backup appears complete and expenditure appears 

to satisfy the intended funding mission. 
23. Pak-All - submission of backup appears complete and expenditure appears to 

satisfy the intended funding mission. 
24. Oasis Fresh Market – submission of backup is incomplete. Unless additional 

documentation and justification can be provided, these items may need to be 
struck. Respond to detailed items below. 

- Provide revised General Ledger reducing the expenditures for taxes for 
Amazon items that were purchased after tax exemption permit was 
received; 33-A, 33-B. 

- Provide clarification for documentation for 33H; in the submission the 
gift card tracking log shows 200 gift cards at $50.00 each but the 
invoice shows 100 gift cards at $100 each.  
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- Provide clarification for documentation for 33I, in the submission the 
gift card tracking log shows 400 gift cards at $50.00 each but the 
invoice shows 200 gift cards at $100 each.  

- Provide a copy of the ring of sale for all gift cards distributed. 
25. Dollar General - submission of backup appears complete and expenditure 

appears to satisfy the intended funding mission. The only issue is taxes spent on 
items after the tax exemption certificate was received.  Respond to the item 
below. 

- Provide revised General Ledger reducing the expenditure for taxes for 
Dollar General item 22-A that was purchased after tax exemption 
permit was received. 

26. Dollar Tree - submission of backup appears complete and expenditure appears 
to satisfy the intended funding mission. The only issue is taxes spent on items 
after the tax exemption certificate was received.  Respond to the item below. 

- Provide revised General Ledger reducing the expenditure for taxes for 
Dollar Tree item 23-A that was purchased after tax exemption permit 
was received. 

27. Walmart - submission of backup appears complete and expenditure appears to 
satisfy the intended funding mission. The only issue is taxes spent on items after 
the tax exemption certificate was received.  Respond to the item below. 

- Provide revised General Ledger reducing the expenditure for taxes for 
Walmart item 45-A that was purchased after tax exemption permit 
was received. 

28. Beheard Movement - submission of backup appears complete and expenditure 
appears to satisfy the intended funding mission, however, no payment has been 
finalized. 

- Provide payment verification in the form of credit card, cancelled 
check, or bank statement for the invoice without backup 
documentation or remove item from General Ledger for ARP Funding. 

 
6. Public Relations 

a. Innovative Signs & Engraving - submission of backup appears complete and expenditures 
appear to satisfy the intended funding mission. Respond to detailed items below. 

i. Provide paper copies of all printed materials/flyers. 
ii. Provide revised General Ledger reducing the expenditures for taxes for ISE item 27A 

that was purchased after tax exemption permit was received. 
 

7. Payroll - submission of backup appears complete and expenditure appears to satisfy the 
intended funding mission. 
 
8.  Travel and Meetings – submission of backup appears complete and expenditures appear to 
satisfy the intended funding mission. Respond to detailed items below. 

a. Provide a copy of Aloft Hotel receipt for item 2C under the expenses. 
b. Provide correction to General Ledger for item 2N under the expenses; the General Ledger 

shows check #2046 is expensed for $554.17 with an additional $10,000 for Marc Jones 
monthly charge, check #2046 is for $10,321.20, leaving $232.97 unaccounted for.  

c. Provide a copy of the receipts totaling $60.69 for 2G under expenses; submission includes one 
Lyft and one Uber invoice for a total of $43.14. 

d. Provide a copy of the hotel receipt for item 2J under the expenses. 
e. Provide a copy of parking receipt for item 2M under the expenses. 
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f. Provide correction to the General Ledger for item 2L under the expenses; the check number is 
incorrect.  
 

9. Vehicle Maintenance – submission of backup appears complete, however, the expenditures do 
not appear to satisfy the intended funding mission. Respond to the item below. 

a. Provide an explanation of how each service item on invoice #215648 satisfies the intended 
mission to “provide food distribution and workforce development”. 

 
Thank you for organizing the resubmission, it made things much easier to review and decipher.  There are still 
several items that need to be flushed out (some brought to light with an additional complete submission). 
 
Thank you for your attention to the above items. Please respond and provide all the information requested for 
all expenditures as close to November 22, 2023, as possible.   
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Jaylee M. Klempa 
Senior Program Manager 
Program Management Group, LLC 
 
CC:  Tulsa County, Aaron Wiedman 

Tulsa County, Jennifer Pottorf 
PMg, Tanita White 




